Ecobrick Chair
Supplies needed:
2 supports: see attached PDF which is scaled at 100mm x
100mm square (we suggest that you paint these with a strong
sealer, varnish or enamel paint)
24 filled eco bricks
Laundry twine, heavy gauge fishing line or kiteboard twine
2 pieces of PVC with 10cm opening and cut to a length of 20cm
(Picture A)

Heavy duty scissors or an exacto blade

1. Make sure that all bottles are filled to absolute capacity. The way to check is to stand on
them with both feet. If they don’t collapse at all they are perfect.
2. Remove the lids from the bottles.
3. Cut off the ring of plastic around the lip of the bottle.
4. Insert the end of one bottle into the first large hole on a support, put the bottle top on
the other side and tighten as seen in picture B.

5. Continue until both supports have 12 bottles each.
6. Take the PVC pieces and push over the bottoms of the top two bottles and bottom two
bottles as shown in picture C except they will already be inserted in sides.

7. Your sides are now connected together with the PVC as a tension hold.

8. Using the string, lace together using the smaller holes in a back and forth manner much
like tying a shoe. Once you have reached one end, continue by reversing direction until
you get back to the beginning and tie off in a knot. Make sure the tension is as tight as
possible but not so tight that the bottoms of the bottoms start to bow out. Picture D

9. That’s it you are done! You can add foam cushions for more comfort or sit in as is!
Add this lovely table and your ready to sit on the patio!

